Hyperbilirubinemia in atazanavir treated HIV-infected patients: the impact of the UGT1A1*28 allele
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Abstract: Combination antiretroviral treatment (cART) has significantly improved the life expectancy of people living with HIV. The life-long nature of cART increases the risk of side effects, which in some cases may have been caused by specific genetic characteristics. Patients treated with atazanavir (ATV) boosted with ritonavir (rit), which is a protease inhibitor used for the treatment of HIV, present with elevated bilirubin levels, at high proportions. ATV/rit-related hyperbilirubinemia has been previously associated with genetic characteristics in uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase (UGT) enzyme. The prevalence of the UGT1A1*28 variant, which is the most frequent polymorphism in the UGT1A1 superfamily, has been found to range between 9% and ~60% with the highest frequency in Africa. Pharmacokinetics for additional HIV drugs, such as the integrase inhibitors Raltegravir and Elvitegravir, has been also shown to be influenced by UGT1A1 polymorphisms. Pharmacogenetics/pharmacogenomics testing can be useful to identify a patient’s susceptibility to drug toxicity and therefore to facilitate selection of the optimal long-term suppressive regimen.
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Introduction

The introduction of combination antiretroviral therapy (cART) has significantly prolonged the life-expectancy of people living with HIV (PLWHIV). Since the early introduction of cART in the middle 1990s, numerous drugs and drug classes have become available, with improved efficacy and drug characteristics modifying the face of HIV-1 infection to a chronic disease.1 The benefits of cART, however, remain only under lifelong administration of treatment. Given the chronic status of treatment, previous studies have investigated the pharmacogenetics of ART namely the genetic characteristics associated with differences in response or side effects of drugs. Some of the earliest reports in 2002, showed that genetic variations in HLA-B have been associated with hypersensitivity to abacavir (ViiV Healthcare, London, UK).2

Based on these findings pharmacogenetics or pharmacogenomics have been routinely implemented for the clinical management of HIV infection. Whilst the benefits of ART to prolong the life expectancy of PLWHIV, side effects may cause a need for treatment switch. Given that in some cases side effects may appear due to specific characteristics in human genome, the rationale for treatment switch is based upon modifying or optimizing an antiretroviral regimen according to patient’s genetic analysis. Genetic testing can provide useful information about a patient’s susceptibility to an adverse event related to a component of the regimen.2 This is important, as we
should provide a life-long term therapy. Pharmacogenetics become of key importance as a step to personalize medicine: the right drug at the right dose for the right patient.

Atazanavir (ATV; Bristol-Myers Squibb Pharmaceuticals, New York, NY, USA) boosted with low dose of ritonavir (rit; Abbvie Biopharmaceutical, Lake Bluff, IL, USA) is a protease inhibitor (PI), which has been recommended for almost a decade as part of first-line/preferred/recommended regimen in drug-naive PLWHIV.3 More than half of patients on ATV experience elevated bilirubin levels, which can reach grade 3–4 in approximately one third of all cases.4 In ACTG 5237 study, 8% of the patients discontinued ATV due to jaundice.5 The mechanism of this adverse event resembles Gilbert’s Syndrome, a form of mild unconjugated hyperbilirubinemia that affects ~3%–9% of individuals with European ancestry.6

**Background**

ATV acts as an inhibitor of uridine diphosphate glucuronosyltransferase (UGT), the enzyme responsible for hepatic conjugation of bilirubin. Three UGT subfamilies have been identified based on their genetic similarity: UGT1A, UGT2A, UGT2B. The major UGT1A subfamily enzyme, UGT1A1, is expressed mainly in the liver and gastrointestinal track and is efficient for the effective elimination of bilirubin.7 The most frequent genetic variant that affects UGT1A1 function is a dinucleotide TA, repeat polymorphism (rs8175347), which varies from 5 to 7 TA repeats. The TA repeats are located 53 nucleotides upstream the translation start. The wild-type allele (UGT1A1*1) has six (TA) repeats. The TA (UGT1A1*28) is one of the frequent polymorphisms, recognized as a causative genetic variant of Gilbert’s Syndrome. The TA (UGT1A1*36) and TA (UGT1A1*37) are rare or absent across different populations. Previous studies have shown that the TA (UGT1A1*28) allele causes lower gene transcription than TA (UGT1A1*1) allele.8 Individuals homozygous to (TA/TA) are at higher risk than heterozygous patients (TA/TA).9

Several studies have confirmed the association of hyperbilirubinemia with the use of ATV/rit-containing regimens, in individuals carrying the aforementioned polymorphism, although fewer recorded the prevalence of UGT1A1 polymorphism in PLWHIV. The prevalence of the UGT1A1*28 variant was previously estimated to be ~60% among HIV-infected individuals in Greece,10 which is similar to estimations based on national data for cancer patients’ cohorts and healthy controls (58.2% vs 51.3% and 62.5%, respectively).11,12 The prevalence of UGT1A1*28 allele ranges from 9% to 56%, with the prevalence to be higher in Africans. Another study reported that the UGT1A1*1 TA allele was most prevalent in whites (69%) versus 47% in Africans, and 60% in Hispanics, followed by UGT1A1*28 TA, (31% in whites, 40% in Africans, and 39% in Hispanics).13 An association between UGT1A1*28 polymorphism and ATV/rit discontinuation was found only in Hispanics. Furthermore subjects with two copies of the allele variant (UGT1A1*28 homozygotes) had the highest risk versus the UGT1A1*28 heterozygotes showed intermediate risk for developing hyperbilirubinemia.14 Conversely, the best pre-treatment predictor of peak on-treatment indirect bilirubin > 3.0 mg/dL was the combination of rs887829 TT homozygosity, greater bilirubin concentration, and greater hemoglobin concentration15 (Table 1).

**Discussion**

Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have found that an SNP rs887829 (c.-364C>T; UGT1A1*80), which is close to the TA repeats, is associated with indirect hyperbilirubinemia in the general population. The rs887829 T allele was linked with the TA and TA alleles, while rs887829 C was linked with the TA and TA alleles. Additional polymorphisms have been described to be associated with increased bilirubin
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concentrations. Specifically, rs11891311 and rs6742078 were found in a Korean and a Chinese population, respectively, both of which were linked with rs887829; polymorphism rs1448323 (c.211G>A; p.Gly71Arg; UGT1A1*6) was also found to be an independent predictor of bilirubin concentrations in Asian populations (Korea and China).\textsuperscript{19,20} The cornerstone studies regarding the impact of the allele polymorphisms are included in Table 1.

Discontinuation rates of ATV/rit ranged from <1% to 9%. On the contrary switching to unboosted ATV reduces bilirubin without compromising treatment efficacy.\textsuperscript{21} A recent study in British Columbia showed that this switch may have favorable effects on bilirubin and renal function.\textsuperscript{22} Notably, another option is to switch from a standard dose of ATV (300 mg) to a low dose of ATV (200 mg) boosted with a low dose of rit (100 mg) with similar results.\textsuperscript{23} Additionally chronic oxidative stress (OS) may play a role in cardiovascular disease in HIV-infected patients and increased bilirubin levels may have a beneficial role in counteracting OS.\textsuperscript{24} Changes in bilirubin and changes in OS markers (lipoprotein-associated phospholipase 2, myeloperoxidase and oxidized low-density lipoprotein) were significantly correlated.

ATV-associated indirect hyperbilirubinemia does not indicate hepatic injury, but some patients are not prescribed ATV to avoid the possibility of jaundice. Implications of UGT1A1 genetic testing for prescribing ATV, boosted with rit or cobicistat (Gilead Sciences, Foster City, CA, USA) may be influenced by several factors such as consequences of jaundice for a particular patient receiving therapy with additional PIs (eg, darunavir [Janssen Pharmaceutical, Beerse, Belgium]) or integrase inhibitors. However, in this population bilirubin could represent an adherence biomarker. For example, PLWHIV on with ATV failure of plasma bilirubin to increase from baseline (regardless of UGT1A1 genotype) is strong evidence that ATV/rit or ATV/cobicistat was not taken during the prior ~ 24 hours.\textsuperscript{25}

The cost-effectiveness of a priory pharmacogenetic testing for UGT1A1 polymorphism was assessed by Schackman et al.\textsuperscript{26} They concluded that such an approach could be cost-effective only if the assay cost is low and if it contributes to better in-treatment retention rates, provided other comparator choices have the same drug cost and efficacy. Regarding the characteristics of genetic testing, previous studies suggested that the pooled predictive value of two UGT1A1*28 alleles for severe ATV-associated unconjugated hyper bilirubinemia was 40.3% and the pooled negative predictive value was 88.1%.\textsuperscript{3} Most physicians believe that genetic testing can be helpful before the prescription of ATV.

On the other hand, ATV is not the only antiretroviral influenced by UGT polymorphisms. The effect of demographic and clinical covariates, as well as frequent genetic polymorphisms in six genes (CYP3A4*22, CYP3A5*3, CYP2C19*2, CYP2C19*17, UGT1A1*28, UGT1A4*2) has been investigated on rilpivirine (Janssen Pharmaceutical) elimination; the results showed low variability in its pharmacokinetics.\textsuperscript{26} Elvitegravir (Gilead Sciences), an HIV integrase inhibitor, is also metabolized primarily by CYP3A and secondarily by UGT1A1.\textsuperscript{3,7}Raltegravir (RAL; Merck & Co, Kenilworth, NJ, USA), another HIV integrase inhibitor, is metabolized mainly by UGT1A1. A study in Japanese HIV-infected patients showed that the presence of one or two alleles of UGT1A1*6 were independent factors associated with high RAL plasma trough concentrations (>0.17μg/mL). Of note in Japanese population the percentage of homozygotes for UGT1A1*6 and UGT1A1*28 was 6% and 4%, respectively, and that of heterozygotes was 22% and 17%, respectively.\textsuperscript{28}

**Conclusion**

Pharmacogenomics and genetics are useful not only for the assessment of the patient’s individual response to a specific drug combination but also in their ability to identify individual susceptibility to drug toxicity. UGT1A1 polymorphisms testing should be performed before the initial administration of an antiretroviral regimen in PLWHIV as recommended by HIV treatment guidelines.
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